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Fig. 1 - S3 SLSTR (24.07.2016) - Great Salt Lake & Bonneville salt flats lie in the basins & ranges part of the US Rockies, mostly in Utah.

Great Salt Lake & Bonneville salt flats, Utah, USA
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"Lake Bonneville was part of a system of fresh water lakes that filled valleys across Nevada, California and Oregon during the Pleistocene Epoch" -

Source: Ron Harris, Department of Geological Sciences, Brigham Young University.
"The lake covered most of northwest Utah - and some parts of Idaho and Nevada - 15 000 years ago. Today, all that remains of Bonneville is the

Great Salt Lake" - Source: High Country News.

https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/cce2113f7572442c8b15fe87e05a5390
mailto:svp@visioterra.fr
https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/1febc6edeb7348de973512bd0d6ff32e
https://web.archive.org/web/20040715185542im_/http://geologyindy.byu.edu/faculty/rah/slides/Rock%20Canyon/Lake%20Bonneville/paleo_map.htm
https://www.hcn.org/issues/43.18/utahs-ancient-lake-bonneville-holds-clues-to-the-wests-changing-climate
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Fig. 2 - S3 SLSTR (16.03.2019) - The unusual east-west trending Uinta Mountains dominate the region, topped by Kings Peak with 4123m.

Fig. 3 - S3 OLCI (24.07.2016) - Great salt lake is a remnant of a large lake that also covered Bonneville salt flats and present Lake Utah.

3D view

Douglas Fox wrote an article about paleolake Bonneville published in High Country News on Nov. 7, 2011: "Bonneville's heyday may represent the
wet extreme of what the Great Basin is capable of experiencing. It is easy to assume that the deserts and arid mountains of today represent the
other end of that spectrum - the dry extreme. But there is reason to think that today's condition is only the middle of that range - that the West
can, and will, become much drier."

3D view

"Satellite studies suggest that rising temperatures have caused the Hadley cells to widen by 100 to 300 miles over the last 30 years. If this trend
continues, the atmosphere's conveyor belts will dump their dry air farther and farther from the equator, shifting the most intense bands of dryness
from northern Mexico toward Nevada, Utah and Colorado. Rising temperatures will also reduce precipitation directly by increasing the capacity of air
to hold water, says Richard Seager, a climate dynamicist at Lamont-Doherty. 'By the middle of the century, models are predicting a 10, 15, 20
percent reduction in precipitation' in the West, he says."

https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/c107b85e39f046dbb293d772c803e862
https://www.hcn.org/issues/43.18/utahs-ancient-lake-bonneville-holds-clues-to-the-wests-changing-climate
https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/afd939a848ab4069a495cac9c7215bf9
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Fig. 4 - S3 OLCI (24.07.2016) - The salt plain is devoid of vegetation, little wildlife sustains in the lake as minerals keep accumulating. 3D view

"It may sound minor, but in the West, small change carries the day. Lake Bonneville, for instance, may have covered eight to 10 times the area of
modern lakes in the area such as the Great Salt Lake, and it should have needed eight to 10 times as much precipitation to keep it alive. But
Broecker increasingly believes that Bonneville survived on a supply of rain and snow that was only two or three times as large as that of today." 

Bonneville Salt Flats during the winter has about 1 inch of water on it, seen off of interstate 80 westbound during the winter.

https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/d175bb1d63ff45b8b4c06ec9f1bd8509
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Fig. 5 - S2 (31.01.2019) - At winter, snow covers the neighbouring mountains.

Fig. 6 - S2 (18.10.2018) - Salt Lake city lies on this 1300m high plateau among these 4000m+ peaks.

3D view

"It comes down to an obscure tenet of watershed hydrology, called the 'Budyko curve' after the Russian scientist who developed it in the 1950s.
Budyko is a mathematical line that relates the amount of precipitation that falls in an area to the amount of runoff that pulses through its rivers
and streams. It is not a straight line; it bends like a boomerang. That bend means something important: It says that the more rain and snow that
falls, the greater proportion of it actually percolates into rivers, streams and lakes without evaporating first. This happens because heavier
precipitation overwhelms the ability of sunlight to evaporate water -- solar radiation literally can't zap away the water molecules quickly enough if
they all arrive at once. It could explain how Lake Bonneville was able to form: Increasing precipitation by only two- or three-fold may well have
meant that the lake received eight times as much runoff."

3D view

"So Budyko turned the Great Basin into an aquatic paradise 30 000 years ago -- a mega version of southern Utah's Lake Powell that Quade wishes
he could have visited with a fishing pole -- but it portends a darker vision of the future. It means that as less precipitation falls, the percentage lost
to evaporation will rise."

https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/aa486f33cbbc4723b0f6685aa2e55c26
https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/5e90a4f0cc0648d89bcd45b42510e804
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Fig. 7 - S2 (31.01.2019) - Owing to this unusual geography, Salt Lake City hosted the 2002 winter Olympics.

"'If there's a 10 percent decrease in rainfall, you get a 30 percent decrease in runoff,' says Broecker. 'If you decrease rainfall by a factor of two, you
would get six times less runoff. The Western U.S., I think, is in for some big trouble.'"

3D view

Stansbury Island in the Great Salt Lake, northern Utah, with salt deposits in the foreground.

https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/05bd6f8a7e664099924f8921f0dba364
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Fig. 8 - S1 (20.01.2019) - Radar view of Salt Lake City, bordering the lake.

Fig. 9 - S2 (31.01.2019) - Located within the lake, Antelope Island is rich in wildlife.

3D view

3D view

Antelope Island State Park does not only count antelopes: "Deer, bobcats, coyotes, many varieties of birds and waterfowl also call the island home.
But most famous is Antelope Island's American Bison, introduced to the island in 1893 and now numbering some 600 animals. Wild animals are
often seen by people driving the park roads and hiking or biking the park's trails. The annual bison roundup each fall is a particularly good time to
view the bison."

https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/3fc3e17ae4d8451e9e3d2d276e196c61
https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/403ecc71a57d4d519eb9d946aa5456c4
https://utah.com/antelope-island-state-park
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Fig. 10 - S2 (03.09.2018) - 164km-long Lucin Cutoff railroad divides the lake in two, allowing little water mixing.

American Bison grazing within Antelope Island State Park - Source: Antelope Island State Park

2D view

Amy Tikkanen reported within Britannica encyclopedia: "The Bear, Weber, and Jordan rivers carry more than 1.1 million tons of salts annually into
the lake. The total dissolved mineral accumulation in the lake basin is some 5 billion tons, mainly sodium and chloride, though sulfate, magnesium,
and potassium also are abundant. Table salt and potash production from brines dates from the 19th century, while magnesium production on a
large scale began only in 1971."

https://utah.com/antelope-island-state-park
https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/2afdff5241314377a2d9a976f61465de
https://www.britannica.com/place/Great-Salt-Lake
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Fig. 11 - S3 SRAL - Height 20hz Ku-band - As the water flow comes from the southern greenish half, this part of the lake remains higher.

Fig. 12 - S2 (31.01.2019) - Bonneville Salt Flats Race Track is located next to Intrepid Potash Mine.

3D view

"The high salt content makes the lake itself uninhabitable for all but a few minor forms of life, such as brine shrimp. The marshes, mudflats, and
islands, however, attract much waterfowl, including pelicans, herons, cormorants, terns, and gulls, while Antelope Island has been made a refuge for
bison."

3D view

Emma Penrod, journalist at the Salt Lake Tribune warned on the disappearance of the salt flats on July 13, 2015: "That otherworldly silence isn't all
that uncommon in a place that is historically renowned for its inability to support life. But this week, it's exceptional. More than 60 speed junkies
had planned to converge on the salt flats to test their racing equipment in advance of next month's Speed Week — one of the racing community's
most anticipated annual events. Instead, they have packed up and gone home. And Speed Week's Aug. 8 start is in jeopardy. The Southern
California Timing Association, the sponsor of the event, will decide this weekend whether to cancel for the second year in a row."

https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/66463f01653f45e3a3e8e0c7aff00839
https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/852729435b354e3ba066f466092eea19
https://web.archive.org/web/20150714000352/http://www.sltrib.com/home/2709833-155/speed-week-is-in-danger-again
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Fig. 13 - S3 SRAL - Height 20hz Ku-band - Due to its flatness & altitude, numerous speed records have been broken on Bonneville Speedway. 3D view

"Depending on who you talk to, it's an issue of not enough salt or too much water — or neither. Heavy rains both last year and this past spring
caused a layer of mud to flow down from the surrounding mountains onto the salt flats, covering roughly 6 miles of the area usually converted into
a race course. That by itself wouldn't be a deal breaker were it not for salt depletion, Eyers said. Mineral extraction on the salt flats started in the
early 1900s. Over the decades, Eyers believes, the mining industry has removed so much salt that the salt flats have begun to shrink. If the racers
had enough room, he said, they would have just moved this weekend's course away from the mudslide. But the salt flats aren't large enough to
accommodate that anymore, he said. And the depth and quality of the salt crust has declined, Eyers added. In the 1940s and '50s, he said, the
crust was an average of two to three feet thick."
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